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FINAL: 21—16
TOP LEFT Football coach Mickey Matthews raises his visor to the JMU student section after the Dukes win. TOP RIGHT Redshirt junior linebacker Pat Williams (right) rejoices after sophomore cornerback 
Leavander Jones defends a pass in the end zone. CENTER LEFT Junior cornerback Taveion Cuffee tackles Va. Tech senior quarterback Tyrod Taylor. BOTTOM LEFT JMU fans celebrate amid thousands of 
Hokies at Lane Stadium. BOTTOM RIGHT Sophomore Sarah Everett impersonates James Madison for the home celebration at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
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By THOM MARTINICCHIO
contributing writer
BLACKSBURG, Va. — Coming into Sat-
urday’s game between James Madison and 
Virginia Tech, the only thing as bleak as the 
weather was the Dukes’ odds of beating the 
mighty Hokies. 
In the past two meetings between the 
teams, Tech had outscored the Dukes by an 
astounding -, and won all six games in the 
series.  e Dukes had also not beaten a Foot-
ball Bowl Subdivision (formerly -A) team in 
almost  years, while the Hokies had not lost 
to a Football Championship Subdivision (for-
merly -AA) team since . 
Va. Tech was expected to use JMU as whip-
ping boys to unleash its frustration of losing a 
nail-biter to No.  ranked Boise State earlier 
in the week. 
But the Dukes never received that memo. 
JMU shocked the world, outplaying the Hok-
ies on their home turf and winning the game, 
-.
JMU’s spirited  ght was spearheaded by 
sophomore cornerback Leavander Jones 
see GAME, page 14
By AARON KOEPPER
The Breeze
The surprise victory over Virginia Tech 
on Saturday was two hours south of Harri-
sonburg, but that didn’t stop the party from 
starting immediately back at JMU after the 
game ended. 
Students ran out of dorms and apart-
ments, screaming with excitement about 
the Dukes’ victory over Tech, while rushing 
along South Main Street, on the Quad and 
at the corner of Bluestone Drive and Duke 
Drive. 
JMU’s football team returned to cam-
pus to  nd about  students, faculty and 
alumni gathered outside Bridgeforth Stadi-
um, cheering their victory. Players met and 
talked to fans, relishing in the historic win, 
the upset and the JMU triumph. 
JMU President Linwood Rose, who attend-
ed the game in Blacksburg. 
“It’s not peace in the Middle East or a cure 
for cancer — it’s a football game, but it’s a 
wonderful football game,” Rose said after the 
team arrived outside the stadium back at JMU. 
see HOME, page 14
Shocker in Blacksburg Celebrations at JMU
Dukes accomplish the unthinkable by beating the Va. Tech Hokies at Lane Stadium. 
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Quarterback Drew Dudzik 
fi nally earns respect. 
page 11
More Va. Tech game 
photos. 
page 13
All Breeze coverage of the 
Va. Tech game
breezejmu.org/jmu-vt-special/
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This week on Breeze video...
WHO LET THE DOGS OUT?
The JMU football team rushes Lane Stadium at Saturday’s game against Virginia Tech. Check out the full game 
footage at  BREEZEJMU.ORG. 
@TheBreezeJMU
@Breeze_sports
www.facebook.com/
TheBreezeJMU
www.breezejmu.org
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
You’re not about 
to brook any 
disagreement, but you must know 
how to wield your authority in 
order to get results.
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
Take the time to 
sort out the details 
before swinging into action. The 
more care you take at the outset, 
the better you’ll fare.
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
You’ll be well 
equipped to deal 
with whatever opposition you 
encounter — unless it comes from 
a particular rival.
SAGITTARIUS 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
The more hands-on 
you can be, the 
more likely you will be to solve 
current problems once and for all. 
Distance may be your enemy.
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
You may enjoy 
the unexpected 
opportunity to show others how 
it’s done in some way. You’ll 
impress — and be remembered.
AQUARIUS
 (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
The word is out, 
and people are 
likely to come to you for answers. 
Fortunately, you’re ready to dole 
them out generously.
PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20) 
It’s time to put 
yourself back in the 
game and begin calling the shots, 
but don’t come on too strong.
ARIES 
(March 21-April 19) 
You may be making 
certain assumptions 
that actually endanger friends 
and family members. Safety is a 
primary issue at this time.
TAURUS 
(April 20-May 20)
You may have 
to divide your 
attention between two unrelated 
issues that are both reaching a 
boiling point at the same time.
GEMINI 
(May 21-June 20) 
A routine endeavor 
may take longer 
than usual, and as a result your 
schedule may become more 
complicated than anticipated. 
 CANCER
(June 21-July 22) 
Younger family 
members are sure 
to be intrigued by what you are up 
to, but some of your work may not 
be suitable for everyone. 
LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Others may be 
impressed by the 
demonstration of a particular 
skill that is not widely shared by 
others. To you, it comes naturally.
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Born today, you like to have your hand 
in whatever is going on around you, for you 
are confident that your participation will 
make anything that much better — and you 
are usually correct. Of course, there is a 
flip side to this: Now and then, you try to 
control things a bit too much, and others 
may become temporarily resentful that 
you are unable to let them think and do for 
themselves a little more.
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Poll finds public 
likes ‘old’ media
WASHINGTON — With news 
and gossip leaping off every lap-
top screen, smartphone and 
Facebook page, the common 
wisdom these days is that tradi-
tional news outlets are doomed.
But a funny thing happened 
on the way to the funeral: People 
are spending more time follow-
ing the news, rather than giving 
in to other distractions.
Traditional media are hold-
ing onto mindshare: A new Pew 
Research Center study says that 
on a given day, Americans spend 
57 minutes getting the news from 
television, newspapers or radio, 
just as they did in 2000. 
But they spend an additional 
13 minutes each day consum-
ing news on the Web — a figure 
that doesn’t even include stories 
viewed on cell phones. Highly 
educated folks, not surprisingly, 
are driving the increase.
Not everyone is an addict; 17 
percent of those surveyed said 
they got no news of any kind the 
previous day. But the 83 percent 
who did are drawing their infor-
mation from a wider variety of 
sources.
Obama stresses 
ideals of 9/11   
WASHINGTON — President 
Barack Obama, marking the 
ninth anniversary of the Sept. 
11 attacks, said Americans 
should remember the national 
unity and the “human capac-
ity for good” that followed the 
nation’s worst act of terrorism.
In his weekly address on the 
radio and Internet, Obama said 
the lesson to be drawn from 
the attacks is that the nation is 
bound by “a set of common ide-
als” that can be exemplified by 
service.
“By giving back to our com-
munities, by serving people in 
need, we reaffirm our ideals,” 
he said. “We prove that the 
sense of responsibility that we 
felt for one another was not a 
fleeting passion.”
Arizona Sen. Jon Kyl echoed 
those sentiments in the Repub-
lican address.
“Tomorrow and beyond, we 
should recapture the unity that 
allowed us to come together as 
a nation to confront a deter-
mined enemy,” he said.
Obama, in his address, said 
he recognized that the coun-
try is going through “a time of 
difficulty.”  
NATION&WORLD
Free show
Emily Schofield, a junior nursing major, and Jimmy Hauver, a sophomore physics and math double major, 
stop to enjoy a practice of Madison Project, an all-male a cappella group, in the new tunnel under the Quad. 
PAUL JONES / THE BREEZE
F MINUS
CORRECTION
The article “Collegiate congregation RISEs to the occasion” inaccurately described the creation of the RISE campus 
ministry. Leaders formed the group after having new vision of passion and religion, not because of other differences. 
The Breeze regrets the error.
COMMENTS OF THE WEEK
Jamie, I have to tell you that I was really worried 
that this year’s Breeze would be boring and lifeless 
without the humor of Michael Larrick. I’m pleased 
to see that’s not the case. I haven’t laughed so hard 
since he wrote the article on avoiding the flu last 
year. This one actually tops it! I laughed so hard I’m 
sure the staff in the lobby could hear me! Vajazzled? 
REALLY??? Too funny!
-Candy
10. You try handling the pressure of playing games on ESPN3. 
9. Tyrod Taylor spent week re-watching “Glee” season two on 
DVR instead of JMU game tapes. 
8. JMU’s purple uniforms reminded Hokie players of East 
Carolina. 
7. “If only we still had Sean Glennon, that guy would have kicked 
your butts!” 
6. Best Tech fans were out in the woods huntin’. 
5. “We could totally beat you guys in video games.” 
4. Stephen LaPorta left the Tech Athletic Department to get his 
Master’s at JMU! 
3. JMU’s superior marching band was playing too loudly during 
timeouts. 
2. Frank Beamer thought JMU was coming to play a game of flip 
cup. 
1. “Those weren’t tears, they were raindrops on our collective 
faces.”
-Top 10 Virginia Tech Excuses after losing to JMU
Even Beamer stated, “Give James Madison a 
lot of credit. They came in here and played 
extremely well.” If Va. Tech’s coach can admit it, 
I would hope the fans could as well.
-JMUfan06
News
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Harrisonburg
“Pack it light and 
wear it right”
On Wednesday, the National 
School Backpack Awareness Day 
will celebrate its 10th anniversary. 
The occupational therapy program 
will use the week to teach students 
about backpack safety. The American 
Occupational Therapy Association 
recommends to never carry more 
than 15 percent of one’s body weight, 
to load heaviest items closest to your 
back and only pack necessary items, 
to always use both shoulder straps and 
adjust them accordingly. For more 
information, contact Polly Reuter at 
reuterpc@dukes.jmu.edu.
Elkton
Beam from World Trade 
Center in 9/11 memorial
Elkton residents now have a physical 
object to remember the lives lost 
on 9/11. According to WHSV TV-3, 
a steel beam from one of the towers 
of the World Trade Center and dirt 
from the Pennsylvania crash site 
are incorporated in the new 9/11 
memorial at Elkton Middle School. 
visiting scHolar
Science from behind the steering wheel
by tylEr mcavoy
contributing writer
The million-dollar stock car flew out of con-
trol and slammed into the sidewall of the track. 
The front end disintegrated, the engine ignited 
and the shell of the car skidded to a halt, as the 
other racers narrowly avoided the wreckage.
After the initial scene, Steven Keller, an asso-
ciate professor of chemistry at the University 
of Missouri, continued by showing the driver 
escaping the wreck unscathed, even jogging 
across the finish line to the cheers of his fans.  
“The Styrofoam and steel barrier around the 
track absorbed the force of the crash at 80 miles 
per hour,” Keller said. “And the driver is per-
fectly OK.”
With a research emphasis in inorganic, sol-
id-state and supra-molecular structures, Keller 
gave a lecture Thursday in HHS on the chemis-
try of materials used to engineer the cars and 
tracks in NASCAR.
“I came to like NASCAR through science,” 
Keller said in his lecture. “There’s a lot of things 
I would call simple, but a Sprint Cup car isn’t 
one of them.”
Presenting to a crowd of about 150 students 
and Harrisonburg residents, Keller described 
the chemistry behind NASCAR and how instru-
mental the science is in nearly every part. From 
gas to the Styrofoam reduction barriers sur-
rounding the tracks and the Nomex fireproof 
suits the drivers wear, NASCAR is a very tech-
nically complex sport. 
“He was energetic and wasn’t monotone like 
regular chemistry professors. He made it inter-
esting,” said Alex Conner, a freshman integrated 
science and technology major.
Through several practical demonstrations, 
Keller engaged the audience, taking questions 
on topics that ranged from chemical com-
pounds to the history of carburetors. In one 
demonstration, he showed the efficiency of 
combustion, lighting a piece of gun-cotton on 
fire, creating a bright orange light. In anoth-
er, he demonstrated how tire compound was 
made, with the help of a volunteer.
According to Keller, every facet of the race-
way is specially engineered to make the cars 
perform better and to keep the drivers safe. 
“When people think of NASCAR, they usually 
think of 100,000 people drinking Bud and watch-
ing 38 white guys drive cars around a track,” 
Keller said. “But it’s so much more than that.”
see nascar, page 4
For the second time since its open-
ing, the window that cracked at the East 
Campus Dining Hall has been replaced. 
While the glass remained intact and did 
not shatter, thousands of cracks were 
visible in the outside pane of the glass. 
Angela Ritchie, marketing manager 
for Dining Services, said she is unaware 
of the cause of the break. Ritchie said it 
could be a result of landscaping, such 
as a rock that was ejected from a lawn 
mower, or it could be a result of a minor 
defect in the widow itself as a hairline 
fracture could potentially grow larger 
with temperature changes. There was 
no mention of suspicion of vandalism.
— staff reports
East campus
springfEst
Students object to planned 
Quran burning with peace
PETA V.P. 
beefs up 
argument
protEst
by matt sutHErland
The Breeze
The vice president of People for the 
Ethical Treatment of Animals may be a 
great debater, but freshman Kelsie Wal-
lich isn’t dropping meat from her diet 
anytime soon. That was the outcome 
from Wednesday’s debate between 
PETA’s Bruce Friedrich and the JMU 
debate team.
“If I were to choose a side, [Friedrich] 
was more persuasive,” said Wallich, a 
hospitality and tourism major. “Honest-
ly I’m still probably going to go just chow 
down because I like meat too much. He 
wasn’t convincing enough, but he had a 
good argument.”
Friedrich, a founding member of the 
Society of Ethical and Religious Vegetar-
ians, debated Tuba Ahmed and Allison 
Bailey of the debate team over a single 
question: Is eating meat ethical? More 
than 1,000 students packed into Memo-
rial Hall’s auditorium to listen to verbal 
sparring that night.
The squad’s policy debate team fin-
ished the 2009-10 academic year among 
the top 10 teams, along with Harvard Uni-
versity, Northwestern University and the 
University of California, Berkeley, accord-
ing to Paul E. Mabrey, a communications 
professor and assistant director of debate.
“I grew up in Minnesota and Oklaho-
ma playing football, and the food groups 
are sort of McDonald’s and Dairy Queen,” 
Friedrich said. “The first time someone 
told me he hadn’t eaten meat in three 
years, I looked at him as if he hadn’t 
breathed oxygen in three years.”
As the debate began to unravel, Fried-
rich showed a video titled, “Meet Your 
Meat,” narrated by Alec Baldwin. The 
video displayed the violent nature of the 
meat industry, making most of the audi-
ence cringe at the fact that much of the 
footage shown was shot at farms in the 
nearby area. 
According to Friedrich, it takes more 
than 16 pounds of grain to produce one 
pound of meat, an argument that was 
reiterated several times throughout the 
debate.
“If you would not go to the refrigera-
tor, take out 19 plates of pasta and dump 
them in the trash, you shouldn’t pay 
someone to do that for you,” Friedrich 
said. “For purely environmental reasons, 
that’s the reason I became vegan in the 
first place.”
The debate team countered this argu-
ment, saying PETA’s tactics involve the 
misuse of information and the distor-
tion of reality.
“By imposing their ethical beliefs on 
us, PETA is engaging in the same dom-
ination-centered activities they claim 
humans impose on animals,” Bailey said 
during the debate. “After all, what is the 
difference between me forcing you to do 
something I want you to do, and me forc-
ing you to believe something I want you 
to believe? There is no difference.”
Mark Fyock, a freshman engineering 
major, attended the debate for extra cred-
it in his communications class, but found 
the debate to be intriguing.
“[Friedrich] definitely had all the strong 
arguments,” Fyock said. “Every time 
he asked a question, the [debate team] 
kept going back to the same arguments.”
contact Matt Sutherland 
at breezenews@gmail.com.
Steven Keller, associate professor of chemistry at the Univeristy of Missouri, shows students and 
community members the chemistry behind the safety features and fuel efficiency in NASCAR.
E-Hall window 
repaired again
by amE Wood
contributing writer
Responding to Pastor Terry Jones 
and the Dove World Outreach 
Church’s plans to burn Qurans in 
Gainesville, Fla., two JMU seniors 
held a counter-demonstration to 
promote religious tolerance. 
Word of the book burning inspired 
Ed Lajoie, an international affairs 
major, and John Herlihy, a biology 
major, to promote religious toler-
ance on the commons on Saturday. 
“It’s giving Americans a terrible 
name around the world,” Herlihy 
said. 
In the days leading up to Jones’ 
book burning, there was a national 
debate over whether Jones would 
actually go through with publicly 
burning the Quran. 
“Just by reporting on it, people 
have made anti-Muslim sentiment 
grow,” Herlihy said. “I feel like the 
damage has already been done by 
his plan to burn the Quran.”
Despite Jones cancelling his book 
burning, Herlihy and Lajoie still held 
their demonstration Saturday on the 
commons. 
“We are tolerant of the Muslim 
community,” Lajoie said. “[Jones] 
as a pastor may not like the Muslim 
faith, but in America he has to allow 
other people to exercise their own 
religion.” 
“They’re just trying to live their 
lives. You shouldn’t hate someone 
just for what they believe,” Herlihy 
said. 
The JMU Interfaith Coalition 
offers a similar standpoint, calling 
for solidarity. 
“We call upon the JMU commu-
nity to take time this weekend to 
reaffirm our commitment to build-
ing a better world through improving 
understanding and serving others, 
and to affirm our solidarity with the 
Muslim community in this country 
and around the world,” said the JMU 
Interfaith Coalition in an e-mail to 
the student body.
Acting on a similar call of their 
own, Herlihy and Lajoie spread their 
idea via a Facebook event. 
“We didn’t want a rowdy protest,” 
Lajoie said. “We just wanted some-
thing peaceful.” 
Lajoie, who spent the last six 
months studying in Egypt, received 
e-mails of support from overseas.  
On the day of the event, Lajoie 
admitted he had received a couple 
of dissenting e-mails as well. Some 
people feel like Jones had a right to 
burn the Qurans.
“From a political standpoint, 
we’ve had to do a lot to tell people 
this is not a war about religion,” 
Lajoie said. “It makes it hard to say 
we’re not fighting a religious war 
when the people back home are sup-
porting religious discrimination.”
Their target audience was the JMU 
community, but their idea reached 
far beyond that.
“It will show the Muslims in our 
community we do believe everyone 
is welcome here,” Lajoie said. “With 
Facebook, if other people can see it 
around the world, it will provide a 
better image of America.”
Starting before 2 p.m. Herlihy, 
Lajoie and Kaitlin Solomon, a senior 
public communication major, sat on 
the stage in the commons, creating 
posters to put up during the gath-
ering. The signs each sent a distinct 
message saying, “It’s not about reli-
gion, it’s about respect,” “Dukes 
embracing differences” and “Igno-
rance leads to hate.”
About 30 people attended the 
demonstration throughout the hour 
and a half, with many of the partici-
pants JMU faculty and members of 
the Harrisonburg community. Stu-
dents showed up, but the message 
spread beyond them, just as Herlihy 
and Lajoie had hoped.
Abdelrahman Rabie, a member of 
the JMU Interfaith Coalition and an 
integrated science and technology 
professor, attended the demonstra-
tion. He and Lajoie enjoyed a few 
see Quran, page 4
Ashley GrishAm / The Breeze
Students meet on the commons Saturday to show distaste with Florida Pastor Terry 
Jones’ plan to burn Qurans. Jones halted his event prior to the student protest.
“i came to like NAsCAr through 
science. There’s a lot of things 
i would call simple, but a sprint 
Cup car isn’t one of them.”
steven keller
chemistry professor, 
University of Missouri
dEbatE tEam
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Morgner 
trial set for 
Thursday
One of the men charged with felo-
nies from Springfest is scheduled to 
appear in front of a grand jury Thurs-
day. Peter Richard Morgner, 20, will 
appear in Rockingham County Circuit 
Court. Morgner is charged with seven 
felony counts. 
On Aug. 16, Morgner was indict-
ed on all felony charges. According to 
the Virginia courts’ website, the charg-
es include four counts of assault on 
an officer, one count of conspiracy to 
incite a riot, one count of intentional 
destruction of property and one count 
of wearing a mask in public. 
On April 10, Morgner was allegedly 
involved in the Springfest riot. Photo-
graphs depict Morgner climbed on top 
of a large trash bin, holding a piece of 
flaming wood and making offensive 
gestures.
— staff reports
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NASCAR |  Advanced engineering 
keeps drivers safe at top speeds
QURAN |  Promotes tolerance 
from page 3
Even small things, like chang-
ing the mixture of gases in the 
tires, are utilized to make the 
cars capable of handling the 
high temperatures that are gen-
erated during racing, Keller said.
“Tires filled with nitrogen 
save internal tire pressure, and 
help regulate temperature, 
maintaining grip and prevent-
ing blowouts,” Keller said. “At 
such high speeds, every little 
thing counts.”
With speeds approaching 
 mph, and multi-car pile-
ups commonplace, o  cials at 
NASCAR have used numerous 
methods to protect the drivers. 
Using several videos of horrif-
ic crashes on the track, Keller 
pointed out that without the 
advanced engineering, there 
would be many more fatalities. 
“This was the most acces-
sible lecture yet,” said Michael 
Morris, a junior chemistry 
major. “He really made it easy 
to understand the chemistry.”
CONTACT Tyler McAvoy at 
mcavoytl@dukes.jmu.edu.
from page 3
minutes of conversing in Ara-
bic as Lajoie made his rounds 
to speak with each person that 
showed up. 
“We are trying to get students 
of different faiths to work on 
service projects together to get 
a better understanding of each 
religion,” Rabie said.
Nasser Al Saadun, a for-
eign language professor, said 
Jones’s actions made it harder 
for Muslims to integrate into 
the community. 
“People here are aware 
[Jones’s actions] are bad, which 
makes me very happy,” Al Saa-
dun said.
A friend of Al Saadun, Abdul 
Azeez, is a Muslim in the 
Harrisonburg community. 
“I  was surpr ised w ith 
[ Jo n e s’s ]  a c t i o n ,”  A z e ez 
said. “Our religion teach-
ers taught us to live in peace 
with the other religions. … 
If it is for peace, why not?”
CONTACT Ame Wood at 
woodac@dukes.jmu.edu.
Promoting greener ways in the valley 
The Harrisonburg Department of Public Works collaborated with Rockingham County to provide rain 
barrels and compost bins at warehouse prices to residents on Saturday. The SYSTERN rain barrel is 
designed to catch and store rain water spilling off roofs and gutters to then be used to water plants. 
The city also provided the Earth Machine Backyard Compost Bin, which allows users to compost 
organic material rather than throwing it away. Miriam Dickler, city spokeswoman, said the city worked 
to provide the bins at wholesale prices out of a concern to help preserve the environment. 
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GOT AN OPINION? breezeopinion@gmail.com
EDITORIAL
Good job, boys
We admit it: We didn’t think you could do it, and it’s only in hindsight we 
can say we should have believed in you. 
Every time someone retells the game or even a play, it seems to get bigger 
and more heroic, ensuring that Saturday will live forever in JMU history.  e 
truth is, though, you don’t need any garnishing nor poetic license to make this 
the biggest game JMU has ever won.
For a school that’s still reacting to the consequences of last April, still 
adjusting to new initiatives laid down by the administration, it was a hell of a 
good day to be a Duke, and it’s one we won’t soon forget. 
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Join the editorial board. E-mail breezeopinion@gmail.com.
An “I-know-I’m-not-a-grocery-
item,-but-I-can-tell-when-
you’re-checking-me-out” pat to 
the cute cashier at Jemmy’s. 
From a fellow cashier who 
wouldn’t get through her shift 
without also checking you out.
A “be-still-my-heart” pat to 
the cute brunette who drives a red 
Honda Civic on campus with gold 
and purple beads hanging from her 
rearview mirror. 
From a senior who thinks you are 
the most beautiful thing he has ever 
seen.
A “wwwaaarrrgghhhh-
glabrlgablgbarbal” pat to the girls 
who made my night by shouting 
Wookie sounds across from my 
apartment. 
From the guy who shouted back 
“Is that Chewbacca?” and who now 
wants to take you to dinner.
A “nice-tuck-and-roll” pat to 
the skateboarder who ran into my 
moving car last Friday.  
From the girl who wanted to make 
sure you were OK, but couldn’t run 
as fast as you did  eeing the scene.
A “Steve-Irwin-would-be-
proud” pat to the guy who found a 
snake in the parking deck and took 
it into Burruss Hall.
From a senior who now feels safe 
parking.
A “you-do-not-smell-like-
a-bed-of-roses” dart to the 
neighborhood skunk in Stone Gate.
From a resident who wants to 
park her car without living in fear of 
being sprayed.
A “purple-out-beats-a-white-
out” pat to the JMU nation. 
From a fan who thinks it’s good to 
rep your school colors.
An “I-always-feel-like 
somebody’s-watching-me” dart 
to the increased police force. 
From a student who thought she 
went to college, not prison.
A “not-again” dart to D-Hall for 
giving me the D-Hall dash the  rst 
week, right on time.  
From a sophomore who isn’t sure 
if you’re delicious delicacies are 
worth having the stomach rumbles.
A “hallelujah” pat to the JMU 
football team for a big win. 
From a double Duke who is 
so glad our university  nally has 
something to talk about other than 
that infamous Springfest.
A “thanks-for-the-birthday-
gift” pat to the fabulous JMU 
football team. 
From a girl who is glad to know 
that not only can our mascot beat up 
your mascot, but our football team 
can kick your football team’s butt.
A “thanks-for-your-digits” pat 
to the boy from White Hall who has 
a “girlfriend wanted” ad in his suite 
window. 
From a curious girl who wants to 
change that sign’s message to “sold.”
Katie  isdell
Editor-in-Chief
Drew Beggs
Managing Editor
Jordan Garegnani
Opinion Editor
Robert Boag
Photo Editor
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily refl ect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Think of the future
 e purpose of my letter is to bring 
to light the great disappointment and 
aggravation felt by the majority of the 
student body on Sept.  during the 
home football game against More-
head State University. My point is not 
to blame or point  ngers, or even com-
plain for that matter. My intentions 
stem from my love and passion for this 
university, but more importantly, my 
concern for its future well-being.
Last Saturday’s home game exhib-
ited nothing more than inconsistency 
and abuse of power that I truly believe 
will damage years of a carefully con-
structed relationship between this 
institution and its students. Our foot-
ball team triumphantly won against 
Morehead State, but our university as a 
whole lost. It lost respect, support, spirit 
and in reality, potential future donors. 
Administration and authorities so gra-
ciously allowed students to tailgate, but 
we were not allowed to bring tables, 
chairs, games or, even if we were of 
age, alcohol. I must tailgate every Tues-
day and Thursday before class then, 
because that sounds a lot like just park-
ing my car. 
If our campus is to be “dry” on game 
days, so be it, but if that is the case, it 
should be enforced for every single 
person on our entire campus. I never 
once saw authorities enforce or even 
question a single middle-aged adult or 
alumnus of this university. And did they 
even drive by the Godwin  eld where 
the minimum donation is $, to 
tailgate? What lesson does that teach 
students? JMU is preparing students 
to become educated and enlightened 
citizens who the university hopes 
make a lot of money and will give back 
someday. On Sept. , many were dis-
heartened, many were angered, and 
now many may never give back to this 
school.
JMU is my home, my comfort zone, 
my passion — my school. I relish in its 
zealous atmosphere, its overwhelm-
ing support and its majestic beauty. 
I will defend its integrity, its reputa-
tion and its core values. But on Sept. 
, my university lost. It lost sight of not 
why it is here, but rather for whom it is 
here. While some expectations remain 
bleak, I am hopeful that if at least not 
for its students, the university will make 
amends for the sake of its own future.
Anthony Russo
senior business management 
major
What’s the favorite part of your 
department? I’m proudest of the 
faculty and staff in the College of Arts 
and Letters. The faculty are excellent 
teachers and productive scholars 
who provide excellent service to our 
students. Staff members in the college 
work hard to make our departments 
run smoothly, and I’m grateful for 
their efforts every day.
Can you describe what a normal 
day at your job looks like? There is 
no “normal” day in a dean’s offi ce — 
unless wacky is “normal.”
What drew you to your fi eld of 
expertise? I like irony and wit, so I 
was drawn to 18th century British 
literature. The wacky amuses me, so I 
was drawn to Southern literature.
WHO’S WHO AT JMU: COLLEGE DEANS
What’s the favorite part of your 
department? My favorite part of the 
job is collaborating with individuals 
and groups who have innovative ideas 
and helping them turn ideas into 
reality.
Can you describe what a normal 
day at your job looks like? My 
most frequent routine activities are 
meeting with faculty, administrators 
and students and working with deans 
at other business schools about 
international accreditation. My 
responsibilities are a balance of daily 
operations, planning for the future 
and securing resources that support 
the college.
What drew you to your fi eld 
of expertise? Early in my 
career I became interested in 
the higher education fi eld. The 
daily collaboration with others 
is intellectually stimulating and 
rewarding.
David K. Jeffrey, Ph.D.
College of Arts and 
Letters
1103 Harrison Hall
jeffredk@jmu.edu
 540-568-7044
Robert D. Reid, Ph.D.
College of Business
631 Zane Showker Hall
reidrd@jmu.edu
540-568-3254
Linda Cabe Halpern, Ph.D.
University Studies
104 Maury Hall
halperlc@jmu.edu
540-568-7770
What’s the favorite part of your 
department? University Studies 
coordinates a number of academic 
programs, including the General 
Education program. I really enjoy the 
opportunity to work with students and 
colleagues all over the university.
Can you describe what a normal 
day at your job looks like? My day 
always includes a lot of meetings. On 
good days, I get to move around the 
campus and see people between the 
meetings. I still teach one course a 
year in my fi eld, which is art history, 
so my days sometimes include 
preparation for class and teaching.
What drew you to your fi eld of 
expertise? I became an art historian 
because I love great works of art. I 
became a university administrator 
because of my commitment to 
JMU and my desire to build quality 
programs that would be productive 
for students.
What’s the favorite part of your 
department? The work of the faculty 
with students is the most enjoyable 
to witness. It is perhaps seen best in 
the collaborative work of students 
doing research with faculty members 
and other project and problem-based 
learning environments.
Can you describe what a normal day 
at your job looks like? Some days are 
more predictable than others, but we 
all have to be responsive to events, 
deadlines and other matters that 
arise. We are guided by what is in the 
best interest of our students.
What drew you to your fi eld of 
expertise? I am a limnologist and 
ecologist/environmental scientist. 
Limnology is the scientifi c study 
of inland waters. I am personally 
drawn to water and fascinated by the 
biogeochemical functioning of aquatic 
systems. 
David F. Brakke, Ph.D.
College of Science and 
Mathematics
353 ISAT/CS
brakkedf@jmu.edu
540-568-3508
What’s the favorite part of your 
department? The thing that I like 
most is that I get to work with and 
watch creative faculty and students 
every day as they research, practice, 
create, present and perform. I also get 
to see students grow in their art as 
they work toward a degree. 
Can you describe what a normal 
day at your job looks like? There 
is no such thing as a normal day in a 
dean’s offi ce. A dean’s offi ce must be 
very fl exible in order to handle time-
sensitive challenges and opportunities 
at a moment’s notice. 
What drew you to your fi eld of 
expertise? I knew very early on in life 
that I wanted to be in the arts because 
of teachers that I had beginning in 
middle school and continuing through 
college. I always had an affi nity 
for music and musical theatre, and 
through the years developed more and 
more interest in visual arts. 
George E. Sparks, Ph.D.
College of Visual and 
Performing Arts
2109 Roberts Center
sparksge@jmu.edu
540-568-6247
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close to campus
new leather-sty
le furniture
private bedroom
s & bathrooms
SPACIOUS FLOOR PLANS &  
ALL INCLUSIVE LIVING
STONEGATEHOUSING.COM
540.442.4496 • 1820 PUTTER COURT
=MORE PLAY
LESS PAY
By RYAN PLATT
The Breeze
Finding the perfect soror-
ity or fraternity is like making a 
piece of the puzzle  t. 
At Thursday’s Meet the 
Greeks, the Intercultural Greek 
Council gave attendees pieces 
of a puzzle and allowed inter-
ested members an opportunity 
to walk around Taylor Hall and 
meet members of the Greek 
community. 
“ e theme with the puzzle 
pieces is  nding the right  t for 
you,” said Tenea Lowery, the 
assistant director for the Cen-
ter for Multicultural Student 
Services and adviser for the 
associated Greek organizations. 
“We wanted to o er students an 
unbiased opportunity to get as 
much information as possible.”
Presentations made by mem-
bers of Greek life were filled 
with everything from soulful 
singing and stories of tradition 
and history, to videos from step 
performances and previous 
rush events.
“ is is a really great opportu-
nity, because each student here 
is getting the opportunity to 
meet with each member organi-
zation individually for about  
minutes,” said Raymond Brown, 
a ’ JMU graduate and CMSS 
graduate assistant.  “I think it’s 
cool.  is is the  rst year that 
they’ve done it like this, and I 
think it’s working out well.”
Lowery said the  fraterni-
ties and sororities represented 
at the Meet the Greeks are asso-
ciated with the  Intercultural 
Greek Council.  
“We were just about full, with 
around  students,” Lowery 
said. “It’s a fantastic opportunity 
for them to meet the intercul-
tural Greek community.”
The membership process 
for Greek life within the ICGC 
is di erent from that of Greek 
rush with the Interfraternity 
Council and the Panhellenic 
council. 
“We don’t  have rush,” 
Lowery said. “It’s called ‘mem-
bership intake,’ which is up to 
the discretion of the individual 
chapters when they have it. It 
could be in the fall, it could be 
whenever they decide.”
Unlike social fraternities 
and sororities, the associat-
ed CMSS ones are made up of 
many diverse groups, such as 
historical black, Latino and 
Asian-American fraternities 
and sororities. 
“It historically started out 
that way,” Lowery said, referring 
to the notion that each fraternity 
or sorority had race restrictions, 
but they have since opened up 
to anyone of any color.
“Membership is very diverse,” 
she said. “Bill Clinton is actual-
ly a member of Phi Beta Sigma 
Fraternity Inc.,” which is a his-
torically black fraternity.
While rush is open to any-
one who is interested, Lowery 
discourages first semester 
freshmen from rush to allow 
them to focus on academics 
and adjust to college life. 
Martine Jackson, a senior 
finance major and first vice 
president of Zeta Phi Beta, 
enjoyed the new format.
“It was nice not having to 
move.  ey came to us, and it 
was very e ective,” Jackson said.
Beverly Walker, a senior psy-
chology major, was excited for 
the opportunity to meet repre-
sentatives from the intercultural 
Greek community.
“I love what’s going on. I love 
it. It’s so informative,” Walker 
said.
CONTACT Ryan Platt at 
plattrf@dukes.jmu.edu.
By CATHERINE ELSBY
contributing writer
With the closing of Cuchi Gui-
dos in August and Dukerz Sports 
Grille on Tuesday, students will 
have two less bars on their social 
outings list. 
Dukerz had a dispute with 
its landlord, forcing the restau-
rant to close, according to Scott 
Troutman, owner of Dukerz. 
“Our lease expired and the 
landlord has not given us a work-
able lease,” Troutman said. 
The landlord wanted a five-
year term for the lease, but the 
owners said they did not have 
the money to commit to that 
contract.
Dukerz, located on Ne  Ave-
nue, was a sports-themed bar 
and restaurant that offered 
an assortment of sandwich-
es, burgers and wings.  e bar 
had nine high-definition TVs 
to broadcast sporting events, 
including Harrisonburg’s larg-
est p projector, according 
to its website.
 “I really enjoyed it. It was 
a fun place to go and watch a 
game with friends,” said Brian 
Donohoe, a senior hospitality 
and tourism management major.
Another restaurant in the 
downtown area found it di  cult 
to stay open. Just seven months 
after opening, Cuchi Guidos shut 
its doors before students even 
returned in August. 
 e restaurant o ered Philly 
cheesesteaks, Jersey-style hoa-
gies and New York pizza that 
brought a little  avor of the north 
to the taste buds of the south. 
“When they opened they were 
extremely busy and struggled to 
keep up,” said Eddie Bumbaugh, 
executive director of Harrison-
burg Downtown Renaissance. 
“ is type of restaurant should’ve 
been successful.” 
 e owner, Andrew Fernando, 
did not answer or return phone 
calls.
Bumbaugh said he had a lot 
of contact with the owner prior 
to the business’ opening. A few 
months before the restaurant 
closed, Bumbaugh said he had 
no direct contact with the owner, 
and has not had contact since. 
Cuchi Guidos o ered comedy 
nights and other forms of enter-
tainment on its second-floor 
stage, as seen in other popular 
downtown restaurants like Cle-
mentine Cafe.
“Cuchi Guidos had amazing 
food, and it was very reason-
ably priced,” said Dan Reitz, a 
fifth-year sociology major. “I 
loved it and so did everyone 
else I know who went there. 
I never saw it closing down.”
CONTACT Catherine Elsby 
at elsbycc@dukes.jmu.edu.
Watering holes dry up
LOCAL BUSINESS
Students interested in joining an Intercultural Greek Council 
organization wait in Taylor Hall between presentations. Current Greek 
organizations made presentations for the interested new students. 
PAUL JONES / THE BREEZE
GREEK LIFE
Students ‘Meet the Greeks’
Just seven months after opening, the Italian hoagie and Philly cheesesteak-serving Cuchi Guidos closed its 
doors at the beginning of August. 
BRANDON PAYNE / THE BREEZE
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Just 6 Blocks From Campus!
115 S. Main St. 540.433.7127
DANCE
Company&
Classical Ballet
Adult Ballet/Modern Fusion, urs. 8-9
Advanced Ballet & Pointe I/II Mon. 4-5:30, Wed. 5:30-7
Advanced Ballet & Pointe III, Mon. & urs. 7-8:30
Tap Dance
Elementary Adult Tap & Stage, Wed. 7-8
Adv. & Int. Adult Tap, Mon. 8-9
Advanced Tap, Mon. 5:30-7
Musical Stage Dance
Elementary Adult Tap & Stage, Wed. 7-8
Adv. Int. Musical Stage, urs. 6-7
Advanced Musical Stage, Tues. 4:30-5:30
Modern Dance
Adult Ballet/ Modern Dance, urs. 8-9
Advanced Modern Dance II, Wed. 7-8
Advanced Modern Dance III, Wed. 8-9
Hip-Hop
Elementary Teen/ Adult Hip-Hop, Tues. 7:30-8:30
Advanced/ Intermediate Hip-Hop, Tues. 6:30-7:30
Advanced Hip-Hop, Tues. 5:30-6:30
Irish Step Dance
Beg. & Adv. / Beg. Irish Step Dance, Mon. 8:30-9:30
Adv./ Int. Irish Step Dance, Tues. 7:30-8:30
Advanced Irish Step, Tues. 8:30-9:30
Classical Jazz
Advanced Jazz, 8:30-9:30
Call Now!
Fall 2010-Spring 2011
Over the past two weeks the JMU pop-
ulation has dealt with the aftere ects of 
President Rose’s infamous e-mail. Last 
Saturday at the season opener, it went too 
far.  e new tailgating situation at JMU is 
completely ridiculous. It saddens me to a 
great extent regardless of why it is a back-
ward decision for JMU football. 
One of my favorite parts of attending 
JMU was football season. Tailgating on a 
beautiful game day at JMU was one of the 
reasons I came here. 
 e new protocol for JMU tailgating 
showed a completely biased distrust in 
the students here. When my friends and 
I showed up at the baseball parking lot 
at  p.m. on Saturday (apparently park-
ing lots are closed until  hours before 
kicko  now?) we were met by at least  
state troopers and JMU police o  cers at 
the baseball lot stopping students, patrol-
ling the parking lot aisles and making it 
generally well-known they were ready to 
write some citations. 
When we asked the o  cers what was 
going on, we were told that regardless of 
our legal age, we would receive a ticket if 
we cracked open a beer. We then asked 
ourselves and the police, “What makes us 
di erent than any of the parents, alum-
ni and students in the other lots who are 
all clearly drinking?” We were told that 
“units were patrolling those areas as 
well.” But this seemed not to be the case, 
as we saw no one bothering the people 
with drinks in hand in the “paid” lots. 
 is must be the di erence between 
the others and us: They pay to attend 
games and we do not. Oh wait, I forgot, 
we pay too— it’s called tuition. To be fair, 
there were stories of a few parents and 
alumni getting tickets, but they were few 
and far between.
The worst part about all of this was 
the comments I heard from angry and 
dejected JMU students that day:
“I wish I graduated last year.”
“I will not support JMU football 
anymore.”
 e new tailgating rules at JMU will 
simply hurt the football program in the 
long run. It is no secret that JMU is try-
ing to expand the football program, and 
for good reason. It is also no secret that 
JMU is trying to expand the school.  e 
more popular a football program is, the 
more draw exists for students to attend 
that school.
If those in charge want to expand our 
football program and university, I will 
fully support it. But football is synony-
mous with tailgating. And tailgating is 
synonymous with drinking. You cannot 
expect to expand our stadium and build 
our football program while simultane-
ously putting a halt to tailgating. To be 
honest President Rose, one of the main 
reasons students go to the football games 
at JMU is to tailgate. 
I am a big supporter of our team and 
JMU athletics, but we do not have the 
type of elite program that draws fans 
regardless of how good our team is. If 
we want to grow as a program, we should 
focus on building pride and energy for 
the team rather than cracking down on 
our drinking culture. If JMU continues to 
over-police our fun on game days, then I 
will continue to reserve my tickets ahead 
of time and not go to the game, and I urge 
my fellow students to do the same.
Brett Wischow is a senior hospitality 
and tourism management major 
and Ellis Gore is a senior integrated 
science and technology major. 
Contact Brett at wischobr@dukes.
jmu.edu and Ellis at goreem@dukes.
jmu.edu.
BRETT WISCHOW & ELLIS GORE  |  contributing writers
You cannot expect to 
expand our stadium and 
build our football program 
while simultaneously 
putting a halt to tailgating.
It’s not football without the tailgate
 is football season’s opener reveals a disparity between students and alumni when it comes to tailgating. 
uadtalk
breezejmu.org
Look for us on the Quad to voice your opinion. 
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T o w n h o m e  C o m m u n t i e s
1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes
2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes offer private bedrooms 
with their own private bathroom and a half bath on the 
main level.
The largest clubhouse in Harrisonburg
A HUGE 24 hour Fitness Center 
Two Pools and Jacuzzi 
Game room with Computer lab, pool table, poker table, 
foose ball table and a Wii
Free tanning
2 basketball courts and a Volley ball court
Go onto our website, 
www.copperbeechtownhomes.com,     
to check out our spacious ﬂoor plans!
 
Copper Beech Townhomes
410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 438- 0401
harrisonburg@cbeech.com
C o m e  a n d  s e e  a l l 
WE HAVE TO OFFER!
Lease now for 2011-2012
Life
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By KElsEy PEtErs
contributing writer
Climbing the Great Wall, bartering for watch-
es in the city, and eating dog, scorpion, cricket, 
jellyfish, chicken feet, pig feet and goose liver 
were just some of the experiences three JMU 
students had in China this summer.  
But after spending three months in Qingd-
ao, Ricky Quiñones, an accounting and finance 
major, couldn’t help but say he “missed the all-
you-can-eat dining halls” of JMU.
Since 2009, Mark Xie, the headmaster of Qin-
gdao Leewen Foreign Language School, has 
hosted JMU students and alumni who teach 
English as a second language to 4- to 18-year-
old Chinese students.
Junior Yanan Wu, a friend of Xie’s, introduced 
the program to JMU when she arrived in 2009. 
She now runs the organization China Work 
Study through JMU’s Recruit-A-Duke program.
The experience offers college students a year-
long venture abroad, and as of summer 2010, 
JMU students can also do a summer internship 
at the foreign language school.
“I always tell [Xie] how great JMU students 
are, and he always says ‘Send them over!’ ” said 
Wu, an accounting and finance major.
Wu grew up in Qingdao; her first language 
was Mandarin. But for Quiñones and junior 
political science major Myles Bell, it was their 
first time experiencing Chinese culture. 
According to Wu, English is simply every-
where in China  — whether it is for job interviews, 
college applications or in advertisements.
To even consider applying to college in 
America, a Chinese student has to take the 
SATs, the Test of English as a Foreign Language 
and the International English Language Testing 
Systems — all in English.
Wu had to travel to Hong Kong, Singapore 
and Thailand to take the SATs, and when she 
missed one problem on the math portion, her 
friends made fun of her for “being dumb.”
“The language is a huge barrier for us,” Wu 
said. “We have to work 10 times harder than any 
other student to get the grades.”
When Chinese students come to the United 
see China, page 10
By BEth ColE
contributing writer
Cosmic Debris, a new downtown 
record store, is the epitome of retro — 
from the old-school band posters on 
the wall to the stacks of VHS tapes and 
boxes of oldies records. 
Located next to Dave’s Taverna at 
107 South Main St., the store opened 
Aug. 18 and is about the size of an inti-
mate living room. It is situated up a set 
of stairs between two local offices and 
as you walk in, you can smell the musk 
of 30 years worth of music. 
The white walls are lined with post-
ers from artists like The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience, The Beatles and Elvis. Vinyl 
records, CDs, 8-tracks, cassette tapes, 
band memorabilia, books and vid-
eos line the many tables. They feature 
genres from soul and rock to square 
dancing. 
“They have a really big variety,” said 
Ian Wendel, a junior media arts and 
design major who visited the store 
recently. “Even though he didn’t have 
the two records I was looking for, he is 
going to special order them and call me 
when they come in.”
There are more than 2,000 records 
in the store — all of which came from 
owner Steve Cape’s personal collection. 
“This is my record collection and it’s 
always changing. Stuff that I like I will 
take home and put on my hard drive 
and bring it back up here,” Cape said.
Every Saturday since he was 12, Cape 
would spend hours in the record stores 
near his hometown of Athens, Ga. By 
1987, he had collected about 2,000 
records, including every Beatles’ album 
he could find. 
“It’s hard to explain,” he said. “It’s 
kind of like a drug, that you get this 
need to buy more music and listen to 
more music.”
Cape began selling records when he 
was still in high school by posting a list 
of records he had available on a school 
bulletin board every month. Since then, 
he has worked at five different record 
stores between Athens and Savannah 
and became familiar with the business 
and the people in it.
Every Saturday, Cape would buy 
records from Wuxtry Records in Athens. 
Peter Buck from R.E.M. worked there, 
and Cape got to know him through his 
many visits to the store. 
They became friends and Cape 
started going to their shows in Athens, 
where he also met R.E.M.’s Michael 
Stipe. Throughout the years, Cape’s net-
work increased so that he knew many 
musicians and music vendors.
Two years ago, Cape decided to 
move away from his home in Georgia, 
after his wife died in 2007. While on his 
way to visit family, he made a pit stop in 
the Shenandoah Valley and fell in love 
with the area. He was determined to set 
up shop in Harrisonburg. 
He moved here in April, renting 
out space at Adona Music, an instru-
ment shop located across from Court 
Square. Cape stayed there until he 
made enough money to open up his 
own shop. 
His hope is that the store will attract 
music collectors from the three colleg-
es in the area.
“My business needs the student pop-
ulation, because that’s who’s buying 
records,” Cape said. 
 The last record store in the Har-
risonburg area was Plan 9 Music, 
a business headquartered in Rich-
mond, Va. It closed in March 2009 and 
only two stores remain in the state 
— one in Richmond and the other in 
Charlottesville. 
“The lease was up and the store just 
wasn’t as profitable as we needed it to 
be,” said Bob Schick, Plan 9’s buyer.
Schick said much of the store’s 
downturn had to do with the economy 
and the fact that “no one seems to want 
to buy music anymore.” 
According to a study done annually 
by the International Federation of the 
Phonographic Industry, global record 
sales dropped 7 percent in 2009.  
“We live in a digital world now,” said 
professor Dave Cottrell, coordinator of 
the music industry program at JMU. 
Cottrell says that the record indus-
try has gone through a major change: 
The days of records and 8-tracks never 
really went away, but now it is more of 
a niche market. 
“There are a group of people who 
are dedicated to records,” Cottrell said. 
“The people who are into that are typi-
cally younger.”
Cape has begun to advertise around 
the college campuses and has already 
seen business pick up as the school 
year started. Before that, he was getting 
about 25 to 30 local people through the 
store each day.
“It’s got its own niche, but at the 
same time there’s a lot of people that 
are willing to support local business,” 
said Micah Walters, a JMU alumnus 
who works at Island Glass Studios, 
located across from Cosmic Debris. 
Cape plans to expand the store in the 
next few months and is currently look-
ing for a distributor to start selling newer 
music. He also hopes to sell music from 
local bands and eventually he wants 
to sell equipment, including record 
players, tape players and amplifiers.
ContaCt Beth Cole at 
cole2ed@dukes.jmu.edu.
New downtown store sells variety of records
Brandon Payne / The Breeze
Owner Steve Cape contributed his personal record collection to his store, Cosmic Debris. He hopes to eventually sell music equipment.
crossing barriers
PhoTo courTesy of MyLes BeLL
Juniors Myles Bell and Yanan Wu spent half the summer in China teaching English by playing music and speaking with children in classes. One day while there, 
the students took a trip to Laoshan Mountain, which is located near Qingdao.
This summer, three students plunged into Chinese culture to teach English to young 
students. There, the language is seen as a necessity in order to succeed in life.
did you know? 
JMU’s Alternative Break Program was 
recently named “Program of the Year” 
by the Break Away organization, which 
trains schools and individuals starting 
alterative break chapters. JMU students 
have traveled all over the world, 
including:
n Jamaica, to assist the 
homeless and mentally ill 
through the Committee for the 
Upliftment of the Mentally Ill
n Venezuela, to teach music 
to underpriveleged children 
through El Sistema
n Dominican Republic, to provide 
opportunities for children in need 
through Orphanage Outreach
n Peru, to repair the local community 
of Trujillo, through Peru 109
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By Jeff Wade
The Breeze
After three video games, 
the “Resident Evil” franchise 
should seem to have run its 
course. It was repeating the 
same scenarios and familiar 
beats. The movies based on 
them were no exception. 
This changed when the 
fourth game entry shook 
up the stagnant series and 
injected it with vitality. So 
maybe the film  based on it, 
“Resident Evil: Afterlife,” could 
similarly shake up the movie 
sequence’s quality — which 
has ranged from awful to sort 
of watchable.
But “Afterlife” is not that 
breath of fresh air.
“Afterlife” is writer and 
director Paul W.S. Anderson’s 
latest film version of his 
“Resident Evil” fan-fiction. 
Moving from the deserts to 
Los Angeles, Alice (Milla 
Jovovich) finds herself still 
pursuing the insidious 
Umbrella Corporation, the 
pharmaceutical company 
responsible for the virus 
giving her super strength 
(boo!) and turning the general 
populace into zombies 
(double boo!).
As Alice pursues the 
Umbrella CEO and zombie 
outbreak architect Albert 
Wesker (Shawn Roberts), she 
picks up a ragtag group of 
survivors (including “Prison 
Break’s” Wentworth Miller 
as Chris Redfield and Ali 
Larter as Alice’s sister, Claire 
Redfield) and they set out to 
take Umbrella once and for 
all, while bonding over being 
tangibly related to their video 
game counterparts.
The film involves a lot of 
running down corridors, 
shooting increasingly 
grotesque zombies and diving 
away (or toward, if one has 
the luck of experiencing 
this in 3-D) from numerous 
explosions. Sure, we stop to 
occasionally mourn the latest 
barely-named victim of the 
group, but pausing too long 
will keep us from rushing to 
the anti-climatic ending and 
tacked-on cliffhanger in what 
feels like much longer than 97 
minutes.
Surprisingly enough, 
the 3-D isn’t that bad (it 
was shot in 3-D, not added 
in post production like 
“The Last Airbender” or 
“Clash of the Titans”), it’s 
just unimaginatively done. 
But then again, a lack of 
imagination seems to be the 
guiding principle of these 
movies. 
Jovovich has always 
given the series more than 
it deserved, as her sultry 
femme-fatale ways are about 
the closest thing to fun that 
this series provides. But she 
looks about done with the 
repetitive nature of these 
movies.  
Almost everything about 
these movies is deplorable, 
and say everything about the 
lack of reverence Anderson 
has for the source material. 
Anderson’s attempt to co-opt 
the franchises most fondly 
remembered aspects falter, 
and he fails to get the name or 
even the spirit of the franchise 
down. It’s a rotting corpse 
of what could be. And much 
like a zombie, these films will 
continue to shamble on until 
we’re all brainless.
ContaCt Jeff Wade at 
wadeja@dukes.jmu.edu.
Film as lifeless 
as zombies in it
Resident evil: 
afterlife

‘R’ 97 min.
Starring Milla Jovovich, Ali 
Larter, Shawn Roberts
Movie RevieW 
By niCk Sloane
The Breeze 
The problem with post-”Blue 
Album” Weezer is just that — 
it’s post-”Blue Album” Weezer. 
The album that launched 
the quartet’s career in 1994 
was a poignant, nerdy aspect 
to the pop-punk explosion 
going on at the time. However, 
Weezer’s latest effort, “Hurley,” 
is an album that is far from the 
pedestal that the “Blue Album” 
built. 
Is it a waste of hard drive 
and CD space? To the die-hard 
Weezer fans who have stuck 
with the band through thick 
and thin: no.  To the Weezer 
fans hoping for the next “Blue 
Album:” possibly. 
But to the zero-attention 
terrestrial radio-driven 
mainstream audience, this 
record is skippable at best, 
lending only a few songs 
that could be considered 
single-worthy.
The first track, “Memories,” 
is one of those few songs. It 
has all the makings of a pop-
rock radio hit. It has a catchy 
beat, an easily singable chorus 
and almost absolutely no 
meaning as a whole. What 
at first could be taken as a 
nostalgic song that frontman 
Rivers Cuomo penned about 
his experiences of being in a 
band is actually just a recount 
of past experiences that 
may have gone on while on 
tour. There’s no meaning, no 
reflection, no lessons learned 
— just a recollection of events 
interchangeable with any 
touring band or artist.
The lack of substance 
continues on the next track, 
“Ruling Me.” This song would 
regain its legitimacy if it were 
being sung by the nerdy kid 
in high school instead of a 
40-year-old married man. If 
written by the former, it would 
sound like an ode to a girl just 
out of reach. But since it was 
written by the latter, it sounds 
uninspired and trite.
Though the first couple of 
tracks seem to be throwaway 
tunes that take radio pandering 
to a new level, seasoned 
Weezer fans may turn 180 
degrees as the album picks up 
a bit with “Trainwrecks” and 
“Unspoken.” 
“Trainwrecks” is quite 
possibly the best song on 
the album, but stylistically, 
it sounds like it could come 
from any Jimmy Eat World 
album. The only difference 
is that Jimmy Eat World has 
capitalized the pop-rock-emo 
songwriting territory way 
before this song’s inception, 
and they also do it better then 
Weezer ever could. 
As for “Unspoken,” it’s a solid 
song, the only problem being 
that toward the last chorus it 
goes from being a poignant 
acoustic number to a full-
on, amps up to 11, anthemic 
singalong.  
The momentum that the 
album gains by progressing 
with almost each song is 
stopped dead in its tracks with 
the swagger-filled “Where’s My 
Sex?”. Cuomo’s nerdy persona 
doesn’t support the lyrics, so 
the vocals seem insincere.
The last six songs (with 
maybe the exception of 
the just plain outlandish 
song “All My Friends Are 
Insects”) are a variation of the 
aforementioned five. Frankly, 
this review could generally be 
applied to Weezer’s last few 
albums since maybe 2005’s 
“Make Believe.” 
And that seems to be what 
the band’s problem is — 
it’s become predictable. If 
you’ve listened to their past 
few albums, you basically 
know what to expect from 
the band. The songs on this 
record aren’t necessarily bad, 
it’s just disappointing to see a 
band with so much talent and 
a songwriter with so much 
promise stuck in a rut, unable 
to push itself to its full musical 
potential.
ContaCt Nick Sloane at 
sloanent@dukes.jmu.edu.
Weezer’s ‘Hurley’ fails to 
progress from past albums
alBuM RevieW 
China |  Teachers admire students’ work ethic
Buy to the zero-
attention terrestrial 
radio-driven 
mainstream 
audience, this record 
is skippable at best, 
lending only a few 
songs that could 
be considered 
single-worthy.
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States, they are expected to know 
English fluently.
“If you start young, that’s when 
people learn best,” Bell said.
Wu started learning English 
when she was 8. Now she is at 
JMU with a 3.99 GPA and recruits 
others to go to China to teach 
English.
“Part of the reason she knows 
[English] so well is she learned it 
from foreigners,” Quiñones said.
Wu worked as the headmas-
ter’s assistant, helping students 
who tried to attend colleges 
abroad. 
Students in China were noth-
ing like Bell and Quiñones had 
expected, they said.
“Many young students come 
to register by themselves,” said 
Wu, who helped with registra-
tion this summer. “They want to 
learn.”
These students attended 
school from 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Most of the time, optional study 
halls kept the kids there until 
later than 9:30 p.m. every day. 
“I feel if I could have half 
the work ethic of most the Chi-
nese kids there, I would be a 
Superman, or at least a better 
me,” Quiñones said.
At school, Bell and Quiño-
nes helped students by playing 
American music and by simply 
talking in English. Hearing the 
American teachers’ accents gave 
the Chinese students a model for 
speaking. They also helped them 
with basic writing skills.
“I would always spell [Eng-
lish] words wrong. They called 
me ‘fake American,’ ” Bell said.
Even though Bell, Quiñones 
and Wu brought some American 
culture over to China, American 
culture was already omnipresent. 
“They had Starbucks, McDon-
ald’s, Kentucky Fried Chicken 
and Lady Gaga,” Bell said.
But sites like YouTube and 
Facebook were blocked. 
“I felt out, like not connected,” 
Bell said. “Sometimes it’s nice 
not knowing what is going on.” 
Now the three students are 
back to JMU, and ready for their 
next adventure.
 “When I go to China, my entire 
family is there; it’s my home,” Wu 
said. “But JMU is my home too.”
ContaCt Kelsey Peters at 
peterske@dukes.jmu.edu.
Football
by Michael DeMsky
The Breeze
BLACKSBURG, Va. — Early Sat-
urday afternoon on the campus 
of Virginia Tech, the JMU football 
team stepped into Hokie territory 
with what could have been giant red 
targets on their backs. Following a 
33-30 loss Monday at the hands of 
No. 3 Boise State, the No. 13 Hok-
ies didn’t see a 0-2 record as even 
a remote possibility.
To the favorites’ surprise and 
eventual dismay, Drew Dudzik did. 
The embattled quarterback led 
the Dukes’ option-style offense to 
perfection en route to the team’s 
stunning 21-16 win Saturday. 
Throwing the ball eight times and 
rushing on 12 other occasions, 
Dudzik was able to generate 175 
yards of total offense and three 
touchdowns in JMU’s triumph.
Perhaps most importantly, the 
Dukes didn’t turn the ball over once 
against the Hokies. After giving the 
ball up four times in last weekend’s 
matchup against Morehead State, 
establishing an efficient offense was 
a top priority for the Dukes as they 
prepared for Tech.
“If we play offense like we did 
tonight, we won’t make a first down 
next week,” head coach Mickey 
Matthews said after the Morehead 
game.
The quarterback echoed the 
words of his coach in Blacksburg, 
emphasizing what the offense 
worked to improve on following 
an unspectacular performance the 
week before.
“Last week we had a few ball 
security issues, and for me per-
sonally that was my big emphasis 
going into the game,” Dudzik said. 
“Playing in Lane Stadium, you start 
turning the ball over. It can change 
the game.”
Luckily, Dudzik stepped into 
Lane with a renewed confidence 
in leading his team. After the game, 
the Hokies’ stream of tears matched 
the afternoon’s storm drop for 
drop, as the defeated realized their 
national championship hopes were 
all but lost.
The win, as unlikely as it was, 
didn’t come as a surprise to the 
Dukes’ play-caller.
“We believed we could win all 
week,” Dudzik said. “Us captains 
did a great job of getting our guys 
to believe that, the coaches did a 
great job. It showed out there on 
the field today.”
For Dudzik, now a team captain 
in his redshirt senior year, the game 
had extra meaning. Last season, he 
split time with redshirt freshman 
Justin Thorpe for the team’s first five 
games before breaking his foot and 
missing the remainder of the year.
This spring, Matthews named 
Dudzik the indisputable start-
ing quarterback, eliminating any 
doubt that a quarterback platoon 
would lead the Dukes’ offense for 
a second-straight year. 
“Drew played the best game 
of his career,” Matthews said. “I 
liked the way he handled the rain. 
And not turning the ball over was 
probably the difference in the game. 
It was the difference in the game.”
The offense was slow to start, put-
ting together just 15 yards of total 
offense late into the second half. 
“We started off slow, kind of 
wanting to see what the defense 
was doing,” Dudzik said. 
But after seldom using their 
“pistol” package against Morehead 
State, the Dukes saw it as the perfect 
game plan to disrupt the overbear-
ing Virginia Tech defense. The style 
of offense, which features a quarter-
back/running back option, depends 
on the quarterback’s snap judg-
ment of the defense. Depending on 
which direction the defensive play-
ers lean, the quarterback decides 
whether to hand the ball off or keep 
it himself.
“They run that option, and they 
run it good,” Virginia Tech line-
backer Bruce Taylor said. “We just 
didn’t do a good job against it. 
Our preparation wasn’t as good as 
theirs was.”
After seeing little of the Dukes’ 
“pistol” in their game tapes, Vir-
ginia Tech seemed ill-arranged 
on defense in terms of protecting 
against the scheme. In addition 
to throwing for 121 yards, Dudzik 
rushed for 35 more. Sullivan would 
also add 55 yards on 20 carries.
“I don’t know if Tech knew it, 
because we didn’t run the pistol 
a down against Morehead,” Mat-
thews said. “Several of the big plays 
in the second half were off the pis-
tol. I think Drew ran the thing really 
well.”
On both of  Dudzik’s  late 
touchdowns, he faked the ball 
to the running back and danced 
untouched into the end zone. His 
deception skill gave the Hokies fits 
all afternoon, as they were incapa-
ble of predicting which direction 
the ball was moving.
“There was a lot of plays when I 
thought the running back had the 
ball, and the quarterback had it,” 
Taylor said.
The Dukes will take the field 
again in two weeks when they host 
Liberty on Sept. 25. Liberty Univer-
sity also beat a FBS team Saturday, 
defeating the Ball State Cardinals, 
27-23. The wins add luster to the 
rematch of last year’s game, which 
the Dukes won, 24-10.
The bye week gives the JMU 
team a full 13 days to prepare for 
the Flames, but also to reflect on 
accomplishing one of the greatest 
feats in school history.  
 “I’ve always played in a lot of big 
games, close games, in both high 
school and college,” Dudzik said. 
“But this is unbelievable.”  
 
contact Michael Demsky at 
breezesports2@gmail.com.
KING FOR A DAY
david casterline / the breeze
After two games, quarterback Drew Dudzik’s passing efficiency rating is 212.8, well above the JMU single season 
record of 170.7, set by Rodney Landers in 2008. 
M. Soccer vs. St. 
Bonaventure
5-0 win
Field Hockey vs. 
Michigan
4-3 ot loSS
volleyball vs. 
loyola
3-0 win
w. Soccer vs. 
Georgetown
1-0 loSS
volleyball vs. 
Delaware State
3-1 win
volleyball vs. 
lehigh
3-0 win
w. Soccer vs. 
Princeton
6-3 loSS 
Field Hockey vs. 
Michigan State 
1-0 loSS
M. Soccer vs. 
longwood
3-0 win
woMen’s soccer
Dukes fall to the undefeated Georgetown Hoyas
paul jones / the breeze
Sophomore forward Amalya Clayton was the team’s co-Rookie of the Year and an Athletic Director Scholar Athlete last season. 
by shannon kenny
contributing writer
With purpled-out stands and an 
encouraging bench, JMU’s women’s 
soccer team aimed to break George-
town University’s undefeated streak 
Friday night. Unfortunately, after 
allowing a goal early in the first half, 
the Dukes were unable to recover, fall-
ing 1-0 to the Hoyas.
Georgtown, ranked No. 18 by the 
National Soccer Coaches Association 
of America, improved its record to 7-0-
0. JMU now stands at 3-2-0.
The Hoya’s offense hit hard and fast, 
scoring just 10 minutes into the first 
half with a goal off a corner kick by 
Hoya junior midfielder Sam Baker.
“We didn’t play like we wanted it 
badly,” JMU coach Dave Lombardo 
said. “We were on our back foot the 
whole time, chasing them and not real-
ly competing.”
The Hoyas played a physical game 
in the first half, racking up six fouls to 
JMU’s one. Still, the Dukes didn’t seem 
to fight back.
“We needed to hit them harder and 
faster in the first half,” team captain and 
senior midfielder Teresa Rynier said. 
“We just didn’t see it through.”
In the second half, the Dukes picked 
it up, taking more shots on goal than in 
the first. With many close calls causing 
the crowd to cry out in disappointment, 
the Dukes only seemed to fight harder.
“Let’s take back over this game,” 
sophomore midfielder Katie Menzie 
said, with only 13 minutes left in the 
second half. Unfortunately, the Dukes’ 
fighting spirit was not nearly enough 
for a comeback.
Georgetown out-competed JMU in 
almost every aspect in of the game, out-
shooting the Dukes 12-8, and gaining 
advantage of 11 corner kicks to JMU’s 
one.
“Georgetown is a very good team, 
they aren’t ranked No. 18 for the color 
of their uniforms,” Lombardo said.
After Friday night’s loss, the Dukes 
had little time to recover before going 
on the road for their match against 
Princeton University on Sunday 
afternoon.
“Princeton’s going to be another 
tough side and if we can split this week-
end, it’s not what we were hoping for, 
but that’s what our goal is,” Lombardo 
said.
The Dukes ended up losing to the 
Tigers 6-3, surrendering the most goals 
since the first roun d of the 2004 NCAA 
tournament against Virginia. 
The Tigers were on-target, finding 
the net on all six shots on goal, while 
Princeton goalkeeper Kristin Watson 
stopped eight of JMU’s 11 shots on net.
Rynier, Amalya Clayton and Lauren 
Wilson all scored for JMU. 
The team will travel to Blacks-
burg on Friday to take on the Hokies.
contact Shannon Kenny at 
kennyse@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Westport Village – Just steps from Devon Lane, these 4 
bedroom, 3 full bathroom apartments boast 2 levels, all 
appliances, 2 living rooms, washer/dryer, and central 
Heat/AC.  Water included in rent!  Only $375/person!  
Available August 2010!
501 South High Street – Walk to Memorial Hall!  This 14 
bedroom, 4 bathroom house can be rented as a whole, 
or divided into three completely separate apartments 
with separate kitchens and bathrooms!  Large rooms 
and hardwood oors!  Across street from Greenberry’s!  
$325/bedroom.  ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED!
Devon Lane and Foxhills - We have a variety of Devon 
Lane and Foxhills townhouses for rent! Number of 
bedrooms, pricing, and locations may dier, but these 
units will go FAST! Walking distance to JMU, central 
heat/AC, furnished or unfurnished. Call for details!
The Denton Building (Downtown) – NEW NEXT YEAR! 
Step out onto Court Square from these one-bedroom, 
one-bathroom apartments in the center of Downtown 
Harrisonburg. ONLY $450/ month with appliances! 
On-site laundry, parking, secured-access, and elevator 
service to upper oors. DOWNTOWN LIVING AT A GREAT 
VALUE!
RENTING BEGINS OCTOBER 1, 2010 
FOR THE 2011-12 SCHOOL YEAR! COME 
SEE US AT THE JMU OFF-CAMPUS 
HOUSING FAIR SEPTEMBER 29, 2010 
FOR MORE INFORMATION! 
Hunters Ridge Townhouses-  4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms with central 
heat/AC, all appliances, and washer/dryer!  
Furnished!  Only $200/person!  Flexible 
Availability!
VARiOUS HOUSES (Downtown and Old 
Town Areas) - Call us for details! Houses, 
townhouses, duplexes and apartments in 
the Downtown and Old Town areas of 
Harrisonburg! Walk to JMU Campus or 
Downtown shops and restaurants! Prices 
vary by address, and availability is limited! 
Call for more information! 
Victorian Village (Beacon Hill) – 3 
bedrooms, 2.5 bathroom townhouses 
with 1-car garage, half unnished 
basement, central heat/AC, large open 
kitchen, three decks, and on a dead-end 
street. Close to Downtown Harriosnburg. 
$1000/month! Call for details!!
RINER
RENTALS
rinerrentals.com
504.438.8800
All houses available August 2011!
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‘Nothing to lose,’ 
EVERYTHING WON
1 ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE 2 ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE 3 DAVID CASTERLINE / THE BREEZE 4 PHOTO COURTESY OF ZACH SOULIERE 5 DAVID CASTERLINE / THE BREEZE 6 ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE 7 ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE
1
2 3
4 5
6 7
1 After the electrifying victory, redshirt senior offensive tackle Theo Sherman and redshirt junior center Roane Babington rejoice. 2 The Marching Royal Dukes enter Lane Stadium. 3 All weekend, JMU fans traveled down to 
Blacksburg to support their Dukes. 4 After the win in Blacksburg, hundreds of students in Harrisonburg walked down the train tracks to Bridgeforth Stadium to celebrate the win. 5 Sophomore cornerback Leavander Jones made 
one of the biggest plays of the game when he knocked down a Va. Tech pass in the end zone during the fourth quarter. 6 Redshirt senior quarterback Drew Dudzik embraces his father, Mike, a former JMU quarterback, after the 
game. 7 Redshirt sophomore linebacker Chase Williams proudly shows the fans on the sidelines the ball after recovering a Va. Tech fumble in the fi rst quarter.
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SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE
563 University Blvd. Suite 110 
         Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989
riental
afe
Harrisonburg’s Newest 
General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more 
than 35 years experience from the D.C. & 
Maryland Metropolitan Area!
“We will customize your meal”
“We cook to your taste”
50% 
OFF
Buy One Dinner, 
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer 
Expires 10/31/2010“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.” 
- e News Leader, Staunton, Va
540-801-8989
 www.OrientalCafeOnline.com
& Finest Restaurant
Eagle 
Carpeting
If you didn't buy it at Eagle Carpet, 
you probably paid too much. 
Go to our website to 
check out all of great deals
www.eaglecarpetsinc.com  
15% Off
All Carpet Remnants
(540) 434-1818
Save Money!
Bargain 
       Buy
1090 Virginia Ave
Harrisonburg, Va
North End of Harrisonburg on Rt42
540.433.2005
www.bargainbuyonline.net 
Quality new & used furniture
Electronics
Jewelry, Designer Bags
Antiques
Vintage Clothes
Tuesday-Saturday 10am to 6pm
CD’s $2 each & DVD’s $2.50 each
VOLLEYBALL
Dukes showcase more than just football at Comfort Inn Invitational
By ALEX VAN REES 
contributing writer
As most of the student body was 
enthralled by the Dukes’ upset of the 
Virginia Tech Hokies this weekend, the 
women’s volleyball team was crowned 
the Days Inn Invitational champions by 
winning all three matches at the annual 
event.
Senior Jessica Zeroual led the charge 
in the  rst match of the tournament for 
the Dukes on Friday night by posting a 
match-high  kills in just  attempts. 
Zeroual also recorded a block to end 
the match with . points. Senior 
Lindsay Callahan and junior Kelly 
Turner added  kills each. 
“I thought we played pretty well,” 
sophomore Danielle Erb said. “But it 
was not up to our standards person-
ally. Obviously it was enough to beat 
them in three sets though. We’re going 
to continue to play as hard as JMU vol-
leyball can.”
On Saturday afternoon, the Dukes 
started o  their second match of the 
tournament in sluggish fashion, as 
Delaware State jumped out to a - 
lead in the  rst set. However, the Dukes 
showed their resilience and battled 
back to win the set -, eventually 
winning the match -. 
“As a whole, at the end of the day, a 
win is a win,” Callahan said. “I think we 
have a lot to work on. When another 
team pushes us, we need to learn how 
to push back hard.”
The Dukes improved to - on 
the season and an impressive - at 
home. Callahan was one of four play-
ers to record double digit kills in this 
match and one of three players to post 
a double-double. 
“Our team played well today,” head 
coach Lauren Steinbrecher said. “Dela-
ware was a great match and they were 
very scrappy. Our girls worked hard 
and  gured out a way to win, which is 
the ultimate goal.”
Saturday night was a di erent story. 
 e Dukes won in straight sets again, 
-, - and -. With this win, 
the team is now - on the season and 
undefeated at home, having only lost 
one set all year at home.
“This last match was awesome,” 
Callahan said. “When we play on the 
weekends, we always  nish strong. We 
were a very smart team tonight and 
hopefully it will carry over.”
Callahan and Erb led the team with 
 kills each in the match again the 
Mountain Hawks.
Zeroual and seniors Lauren Fanelli 
were named to the Days Inn Invita-
tional alternative team and Callahan 
was award the MVP of the tournament.
“I think we got better this weekend,” 
Steinbrecher said. “Every match we 
found a way to pull out the win. I’m 
proud of their effort, even though I 
don’t think they played their best.”
Last year, the Dukes won two of the 
three matches at the Days Inn Invita-
tional, but did not make it to the CAA 
tournament at the end of the season. 
“I think we came out more prepared 
this year and ready to go,” Zeroual said. 
“I feel like the additions to this team are 
so great that we can do a lot with this 
team.  is tournament proved it and I 
think we can take a lot from it.”
As for the rest of the season, the 
team’s motto is simple: Play hard. 
“We made a goal to play JMU volley-
ball and play as hard as we can, worry 
about our side of the court, expect the 
unexpected and once we take care of 
that, the wins should come easy,” Erb 
said.
 e team will travel to Lynchburg on 
Tuesday to take on Liberty University. 
CONTACT Alex Van Rees at 
vanreeap@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Sophomores Natalie Abel (front) and Danielle Erb both recorded double-doubles, along 
with senior Lindsay Callahan. It was the fi rst time JMU had three players with double-
doubles since Oct. 30, 2009, when four Dukes completed the feat.
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and redshirt freshman linebacker 
Stephon Robertson, who anchored 
a stellar defense. With the pressure 
boiling over late in the game, the duo 
made two of the biggest plays in JMU 
history. 
With the Dukes clinging to their 
lead late in the fourth quarter, Jones 
broke up a sure touchdown pass in 
the end zone on fourth down and 
then recovered Robertson’s forced 
fumble inside their own -yard-line 
on Tech’s following drive, sealing the 
win. 
“I just wanted to make a play on the 
ball and not let [Va. Tech wide receiv-
er Jarrett Boykin] get a  rst down,” 
Jones said. “I did my assignment and 
something good came out of it.”
JMU never relinquished the ball, 
culminating when redshirt senior 
quarterback Drew Dudzik’s flexed 
down for a kneel, running o  the  nal 
seconds of the game.
“ is is the biggest win in school 
history,” said an emotional Dudzik 
after the game. “I’m just happy to be 
a part of it.”
However, the outcome was in ques-
tion throughout the game, with both 
teams persevering and refusing to be 
outworked by the other side. 
The Hokies started off the game 
strong, marching down the  eld on 
their first offensive possession, as 
quarterback Tyrod Taylor connected 
with Boykin for a nine yard touch-
down, capping a -play, -yard 
drive that chewed almost nine min-
utes o  the clock. 
 e Hokies again got on the score-
board midway through the second 
quarter with a -yard  eld goal by 
Chris Hazley, taking a - lead.
With the momentum and home-
field advantage mounting against 
them, the Dukes’ chances seemed 
dim. But on their next possession, 
facing a third and , Jamal Sullivan 
took Dudzik’s swing pass  yards to 
the end zone, tight-roping the side-
line and breaking multiple tackles 
along the way.
“I don’t worry about what anyone 
else does,” Sullivan said. “When I was 
little my pops always told me, ‘Don’t 
worry about anyone else. Do what 
you do.’ And that’s what we did today.” 
The Hokies tacked on a -yard 
 eld goal late in the second quarter, 
and the half ended with Tech manag-
ing a - lead.  e score may have 
seemed close, but the halftime stats 
told a di erent story. Even with the 
Sullivan touchdown, the Dukes had 
 yards of total o ense compared to 
 for the Hokies.
“We had a good plan on offense 
but we couldn’t sustain anything in 
the  rst half,” said JMU head coach 
Mickey Matthews. “Our defense kept 
us in the game.”
Va. Tech’s field goal at the : 
mark in the third quarter marked the 
last points the team would score for 
the rest of the game. Despite giving 
up  yards on the ground, Madi-
son’s defense was able to frustrate the 
Hokies throughout the second half by 
making big plays at key moments in 
the game. 
“We have a really good defensive 
football team,” Matthews said. “We 
were tackling well and if you tackle 
well, you have a chance to win.”
Down - in the third quarter, 
Dudzik rallied his troops, leading a 
-play, -yard drive ending with 
his -yard touchdown scamper.  e 
drive took : o  the clock and gave 
the other side of the ball a much-
needed rest.
With an inspired, rejuvenated 
defense, the Dukes were able to sti-
 e Va. Tech’s next possession with an 
interception by redshirt junior safety 
Jonathan Williams. Feeling the rush 
of momentum, JMU needed only 
three plays to capitalize on the Hok-
ies’ mistake. 
After selling the fake hando  on 
the bootleg, Dudzik dashed -yards 
untouched into the end zone, giving 
the Dukes their  rst lead of the game 
at -. 
“We all believed that we could do 
it,” Dudzik said. “When you have great 
leaders on the team and everyone 
believes in everyone, we’re going to 
win games.”
The game came to a fitting end 
when Va. Tech’s Javon Morgan was 
called for a roughing the kicker pen-
alty in the waning seconds, an honest 
re ection of the Hokies’ frustrations 
and miscues that plagued them 
throughout the second half.
“Give James Madison a lot of cred-
it,” Va. Tech head coach Frank Beamer 
said. “ ey came in here and played 
extremely well.”
For the first time since Nov. , 
, Va. Tech is unranked in the 
Associated Press poll. 
 e Dukes were the th team in 
the rankings, with  points. They 
landed on the ballots of two voters, 
Ray Ratto of Comcast SportsNet Bay 
Area in California and Jon Wilner of 
the San Jose Mercury News.
Va. Tech didn’t get a single vote in 
either the Associated Press or USA 
Today Coaches’ poll.
 e Dukes will take the  eld again 
in two weeks, hosting Liberty Univer-
sity at Bridgeforth Stadium on Sept. 
.  e Hokies will attempt to break 
their losing streak next Saturday when 
they host East Carolina University.
CONTACT Thom Martinicchio 
at martintj@dukes.jmu.edu.  
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Rose called the victory more mean-
ingful than the  game where 
Division I-AA Appalachian State beat 
Division I University of Michigan, the 
 rst time a team from a lower division 
beat a “ranked” Division I team. 
“ ey weren’t in-state competition,” 
said Rose, a ’ Va. Tech graduate. 
“Appalachian State probably just had a 
few people in the [Michigan] stadium. 
You don’t have the kind of attachment 
when it’s between Tech and JMU, just 
right up the road.”
Less than an hour after the game, 
more than , students had gathered 
on the field of Bridgeforth Stadium 
according to Lee Shi  ett, JMU police 
chief. 
JMU police opened the stadium 
when students  ooded campus, some of 
whom attempted to get into the stadium. 
“We had a lot of students out celebrat-
ing in a respectful manner, so we opened 
it [the stadium] and let them in,” Shif-
 ett said. 
Jessica Jondahl, a junior geology 
major, drove to campus with her friends 
to join the rally. Walking up Bluestone 
Drive in front of Hoffman Hall, she 
remembers  rst seeing the huge crowd 
in the stadium. 
“We heard a loud roar and saw a 
gigantic mass of people cheering and 
rallying in the stadium,” Jondahl said. 
In the center of that crowd Saturday 
evening was sophomore Sarah Ever-
ett, known around campus for her 
impersonation of James Madison. She 
celebrated with fans, who were clad in 
purple and gold JMU gear, and crowd-
surfed and gave speeches. 
“I inferred that we’re a great school 
but we would be greater if we didn’t cuss 
out our enemies,” Everett said in refer-
ence to a chant of “F--- Tech” started by 
the crowd in Bridgeforth.
 e crowd moved from Bridgeforth to 
the intersection of Bluestone Drive and 
Duke Drive where they were joined by 
cars honking their horns and shouting, 
and Everett gave her speech again. 
“ ey were certainly not bored of it,” 
said Everett, who spoke four times. “It 
was a fun event and I was very  attered 
to be called a symbol of the university.”
 e rally  nished when a student lit a 
Hokie T-shirt on  re and stu ed it into 
the mouth of the Duke Dog statue out-
side the stadium.
Shi  ett said the police had to shut 
down campus for safety reasons for the 
 minutes after the rally so students 
could safely leave campus. 
A Facebook event formed Saturday 
called “PURPLE OUT ON CAMPUS!” 
to encourage JMU students and alumni 
to wear purple. More than , people 
responded as “attending” nationwide. 
CONTACT Aaron Koepper at 
koeppead@dukes.jmu.edu.
“We all believed that 
we could do it. When 
you have great leaders 
on the team and 
everyone believes in 
everyone, we’re going 
to win games.”
Drew Dudzik
JMU quarterback
Want to cover the next 
football game? 
Be a part of The Breeze 
sports team.
e-mail breezesports@gmail.com.
GAME |  Dukes pull off the unthinkable and 
receive 11 points in the AP poll
Follow us on Twitter 
@ breeze_sports for live 
coverage of games. 
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VERY NICE HOUSE 2011-12 Great 
ﬂ oor-plan, 6 bedrooms, private 
bathrooms, wrap-around porch, 
partially furnished, privacy- fenced, 
pets welcome. $355. (540) 810-3632
BEST CONDO AT HUNTERS 
RIDGE Large two bedroom. 
Furnished. Kitchen LR, DR and W/ 
D. Central air/ heat All new carpets 
and vinyl. Totally repainted. $350/ 
month per bedroom. References. 
(540) 421-2769.
ROOMMATE NEEDED I am 
a mature male college student. 
Apartment is so close to campus 
(0.1 mile)! I need a roommate for 
Jan-Aug 2011. No gender preference
 (856) 297-5837
BARTENDING $300/ POTENTIAL
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 
TRAINING AVAILABLE 1-800-
965-6520 EXT212
DANCERS WANTED! Paradise 
City 2 gentlemen’s club in bunker 
hill wv is now hiring beautiful 
energetic ladies. Must have a great 
smile and be outgoing. Training 
available. Make up to $1000/wk call 
kevin @ (540) 271-2345
HELP WANTED $12/hour: Nude 
Models needed for art classes. Part-
time work. No experience necessary. 
Models are needed for art classes 
that meet for a variety of times and 
expecially for a class on: Mon/Wed 
10:45am-2:15pm. Contact Dymph 
DeWild at dewilddg@dukes.jmu.
edu.
HORSES!! Mill Creek Farm. Indoor, 
outdoor rings. Boarding, lessons, 
showing, leasing. (540) 234-9781
ADOPTION Warm, loving nurse 
wishes to adopt a baby. I promise 
a lifetime of love, happiness 
and security. Contact Susanne 
anytime@1-571-882-3533 www.
babyloveva.com
Come to UREC to schedule an appointment at 
the Program Registration Desk. Payment is 
due at time of  registration (FLEX only).
Fill out a Health History Questionnaire 
and arrive 15 minutes prior to your 
scheduled appointment.
Relax! Recharge! Renew!4
Choose massage duration:
Add Aromatherapy to any massage for $5 more.
Are you our
next cartoonist?
breezearts@gmail.com
More game photos at breezejmu.org.
STAY CONNECTED @
BREEZEJMU.ORG
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1 Coupon per person
Can’t combine w/ other offers
1 Coupon per person
Can’t combine w/ other offers *With minimum purchase of $15.00
California Roll
FREE *
with JAC card
10% off
ANY ORDER
540.568.1877
(Phone in orders welcome)
Chef’s Special
Sushi & Rolls
1645 Reservoir St. Unit #140
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
(Next to Beach Bum Tanning)
GRAND OPENING!
Eel sushi                                   
Shrimp sushi                             
Inari sushi (Bean curd skin)
Tamago Roll
Futomaki Roll
Shrimp Tempura Roll
Eel Sandwich
Rice Box
Sunset Roll
Black Dragon Roll
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$5.25
$5.75
$6.75
$5.25
$6.25
$9.55
$9.25
(All cooked)
Harrisonburg’s Premier Golf Club  
Exclusive Rates w/ Student ID!
4101 Shen Lake Drive   Harrisonburg VA  22801
$15 Greens Fee for 9 Holes 
$20 Greens Fee for 18 Holes
Visit our website at 
www.lakeviewgolf.net/students.html
for Student Specials
(540)434-8937
$199 Per Semester
$349 All Year
Student Rates
Visit us on 
Twitter & Facebook
You always dreamed you would be 
a mom... just not so soon
333A S. Liberty
Harrisonburg,VA 22801
540-432-0250
www.bnchd.com
Featuring:
Master Stylist, Ann Walsh-Brown, 
and Stylist Jay Brown
The truth is, hair design is our passion! 
Redken, Pureology, and Moroccan Oil
Book a haircut with Jay 
and receive 
$10off 
your first visit! 
Haircuts - Hair Color - Facial Waxing
